Ballard Avenue
In 1908, it was the town's busiest strip
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agrarian promise was sOon
upset. In 1888 its Big Three
developers - Thomas Burke {of the
trail), John Leary (of the way) and
William Rankin Ballard platted their
preserve into a boomtown they
called Gilman Park. Within a year the
town had sprouted saw mills and

steel mills. Its nearly 2,000 residents

incorporated a town and elected to

call it Ballard.
By the end of the decade this city

of smokestacks was building a grand
city hall and promoting itself as a
"metropolis in Ulliput with every
feature and luxury of a city of the
first class." At the time of its
annexation to Seattle in 1907, it was
the second largest town in King
County and the seventh largest in
the state.
In a 1907 Post·lntelligencer story
headlined "What Ballard Brings to
the City," the town's culture was
digested into a list mentioning its 18
churches, three banks, 17 shingle

mills, three sawmills, three iron
foundries, three machine shops,
three shipyards, a mattress factory,
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merchants.
Among Ballard's 300 shops
there were several "disorderly
houses" and bars. Most of the
saloons were · found on Ballard
Avenue. Indeed somewhere in Ripley's "Believe It or Not," there is a
brief description of the early centwy
Ballard Avenue strip as "four blocks
with 27 saloons" (the number is
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upstairs.
Today's historical photo was
taken a year after annexation. It
shows two blocks along Ballard
Avenue, between 20th and 22nd
avenues. Once the busiest two
blocks in Ballard , they were flanked
by the Junction Building, in the
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center.

The Junction Building, battered
by the earthquake of 1949, was
removed. City Hall's conical tower
was weakened by the quake of
1965, and was eventually razed not
by an act of God, but by man. Urban
renewal found its way to Ballard in
the '60s.
Despite the loss of its bookends,

in 1976 those two blocks, plus two
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Broadway to Market, Main Street to
15th Avenue Northwest and Division
to &h Avenue Northwest. But Bal·
lard Avenue is still Ballard Avenue.
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